Glimmer Train’s November 2012
Short Story Award for New Writers

HONORABLE MENTIONS
in alphabetical order:

Skye Annica for “Skins of Fortune”
Maureen Bartlett for “Dominoes”
Marni Berger for “Hurricane”
Janet Bowman for “Flight”
Alexandra Braverman for “I Am Sorry for the Lie”
Jeffrey Brunetto for “Nobody Writes Letters”
Nicola Cataldo for “Mayonnaise”
Sudye Cauthen for “Wild Hog”
Hannah Choi for “Reap and Sow”
Vaughn Clark for “Voices”
Tara Cowie for “Volunteer”
Virginia Dawson for “The Parties”
Catherine Zobal Dent for “Unfinished Stories of Girls”
Zach Dionne for “Sign Painting Day”
Stevie Edwards for “After”
Emma Eisenberg for “44 True Things About Being Gone”
Shokry Eldaly for “American Airlines”
Diana Filar for “Aisle Seat 19C”
John Gifford for “Minnow Man”
Laura H. Gravel for “Like a Bird She Could Not Catch”
Eleanor Guilbert for “Family Matters”
Natalia Holtzman for “Starch”
Amanda Hopper for “Homefires Burning”
Anna Isaacson for “Here Is a Picture of Me in the City”
Flannery James for “How to Kiss a Girl with a Life-Threatening Allergy”
Jennifer Knox for “The Hero”
Adam Koehler for “Bodies”
Catherine LeBouton for “What We Lost”
Cassidy McCants for “I Shouldn’t Send This”
Tomas Moniz for “Godspeed”
Ciriaco Offeddu for “Marzia, from Mars”
Holly Pekowsky for “Seascape”
Steve Putnam for “American Dream”
Benjamin Reed for “Come to Bratislava!”
Rafael Richardson-Carillo for “Legacy”
Barbara Ridley for “Mapped Out”
Kent Rylander for “Abe and Susanna”
William Shih for “Caterpillars”
Herb Timberg for “Choices”
Vicki Trainor for “Three Wishes”
Jack Wang for “Mr. George Lichtenhein’s Amazing Band of Lady Puck Chasers”
Michelle Wilker for “The Host”
Richard Yatzeck for “No Arrangements”
Dusty Zima for “23rd Street Station”

Congratulations, and thank you for letting us read your stories!